
FCC Concord’s 2019 Future Story and 
Capacity Report 

Overview 
In 2018 and early 2019, after participating in two retreats facilitated by Gilberto Collazo, the 
President of Hope Partnership for Missional Transformation (a ministry of our denomination), a 
small group of committed individuals -- the Epiphany Team -- met regularly to discern the future 
God was calling FCC Concord to experience. 
 
The Epiphany Team conducted several interviews with various city and school officials, as well 
as others with a view of the needs in our community, to determine what FCC Concord might be 
able to do that would make a positive impact on our community. 
 
The team also conducted a survey of members of FCC Concord itself, to determine what needs 
our own congregation might have. 
 
During our meetings, we prayed, challenged each other, helped develop each other’s ideas, and 
ultimately created this report describing what we believe is the future for FCC Concord. 
 
In this report, you will see a summary of who we currently are, why we believe that “business as 
usual” will no longer work for our congregation, a story that describes our view of a possible 
future that will have a significant impact on our community, and our ideas for the practical side 
of implementing that future.  
 
And our vision of our future as a church is centered around our “Why” -- what we believe is the 
reason our church is here in this place and time, and why we will be important to our 
congregation and our community. 
 
The Epiphany Team included (in alphabetical order): Allison Buck, Claudia Gray, David Ernat, 
Diane Maltester, Ellie McDougal, Gerald Cannon, Greg Mitchell, Jay Brimmer Sr., Kerry Little, 
Kris Rose, Lori Landberg, Roy Graves, and Scott Sumner-Moore. 
 
We also had support from the Elders and are very grateful to them. 
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Values We Share 
We are a church where members strive to model and achieve an authentic faith in Jesus Christ 
and are eager to use our lives and available resources to assist in healing injustices of the 
world.  We will serve our local community with authentic love, and encourage spiritual growth 
through our living examples of a faithful church community. 
 
Members will be careful not to judge others, but will understand and respect the Christian 
journey of each person we encounter.  To that end, FCC is inclusive and acknowledges the 
dignity and worth of all of God’s children. 
 
We will allow the love and support shared within our congregation to serve as a visible reminder 
of our devotion to the teachings of Jesus Christ, which we hold as our core value. 

A Summary of Our Church’s Current Condition 

Truths discovered about FCC Concord’s current conditions 

Membership and Demographics 
● Although numerically, membership has increased about 9% over the last 10 years, First 

Christian Church, Concord has experienced a decline in average worship attendance of 
about 12% over 10 years.  Any growth in congregational giving has not resulted in any 
growth in spending due to loss of buying power from inflation.  Essentially, membership 
has hit a relative plateau over the decade.  

● FCC is generationally out of balance with the community around us, as a significant 
portion (73%) of the local community is younger than the Baby Boomer generation.  53% 
of FCC’s congregation is of the Boomer generation or older.  

● As a 90% Anglo congregation, FCC is not reaching the Hispanic population or other 
ethnic groups in our area. 

● Participant engagement is out of balance in our congregation.  We spend significant time 
on Missional Services (47%) and Decision Making (23%), but too little time on Spiritual 
(12%) or Relational Development (18%).  Percentages are approximate.  

● Most of FCC’s membership lives within a 10-mile radius, which will allow for good 
connections and participation within our local community around the church. 

● The location of our church will subject us to a great deal of change, including traffic and 
demographic changes, over the next 30+ years due to the Reuse Plan of the Concord 
Naval Weapons Station. 
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Facilities 
● First Christian Church, Concord has too much building/space for its current ministries, 

and on a percentage of time basis, the building is used 88% of the time by non-church 
groups.  

● Our facilities are in need of a number of repairs and deferred maintenance, especially 
the various roofs, dry rot in beams, sidewalks, and kitchen code upgrades.  

● Our Sanctuary is of appropriate capacity for our size, with room to grow and adequate 
parking.  

Finances 
● FCC does not have a contribution base large enough to cover all of its operating 

expenses, so it must rely on revenue from building users outside the church to sustain 
itself.  

● FCC households give generously, and are considered sacrificial givers.  Although that is 
a very good thing, it also could mean that the current membership is “tapped out” with 
regard to increased giving. 

● FCC has a number of members over the age of 75 who provide large pledges each year. 
As those faithful and generous members pass away over the next decade or so, it is 
unlikely that those pledges will be replaced by new member giving, creating a widening 
gap in funding.  

● FCC has significant assets, with the church property valued at approximately $4 million, 
investments (including Memorial Funds) of $177K, other cash assets, and total debt of 
only approximately $70K (as of 12/31/17).  

● Overall, the congregation has adequate financial capacity for ministry, however our 
concentration by type of spending is out of proportion.  FCC spends too much on 
Salaries, Building and Administration and too little on Programs and Mission.  This 
should be close to a 75/25 % split, but at best is a 87/13 % split with Programs having 
less than 2% emphasis. Mission expenditures amount to about 11.4%, with Outreach 
and Special Offerings account for approximately 5.8% and the Mexico Mission trip 
accounting for about 5.6%.  

Relational Trust/Ability to Communicate in Healthy Ways 
● There is a lack of feeling of “connectedness” at FCC.  People are longing for more 

fellowship and spiritual development opportunities.  There are limited organized and 
intentional opportunities to easily get to know each other on a more personal level.  This 
hinders engagement within our church on various levels and is not a solid basis for 
Relational Trust.  
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● As Disciples, we are a people of many varied opinions.  We often may not agree.  In this 
congregation, we often avoid conflict too, which sometimes leads to issues brewing 
beneath the surface rather than being openly discussed and resolved quickly.  Conflict 
resolution training could be beneficial within our organization.  

 

Leadership Resources 
● In general, there are less than 20% of the membership doing over 80% of the work.  The 

reality may be closer to 10/90%.  There are many people who serve on multiple 
committees, often chairing at least one committee while serving on others.  

● Leadership positions have been just “circulated around” for the last several years, with 
minimal participation from newcomers.  

● Leadership Development and Training is lacking in our church.  There are not enough 
people to take on the various positions we need volunteers for and those who do accept 
positions have not been trained enough to understand the full range of the job.  Jobs are 
not explained thoroughly enough when people are being recruited for them, perhaps for 
fear of people saying ‘no”.  

● One aspect of our church ministries where leadership development has been successful 
is on the Mexico Mission trip.   Former youth participants from the Mexico Mission Trips 
have in recent years taken on the roles of Co-Director/Director and House Leaders on 
the trip, now supervising other newcomers to the mission. 

 
 

Why “Business as Usual” will not work 
For the church to thrive and continue an effective ministry, the church must adjust to the cultural 
changes around it.  Our congregation has shifted culturally from the Grand Generation to the 
Baby Boomers/Gen-X and now Millennials.  In the recent past, a significant number of people 
attended church out of duty.  Their parents attended church, so they did.  They upheld tradition 
(Grand Generation & early Baby Boomers).  In postmodernity, a cultural shift has occurred 
where people question the need to do as their parents did, question tradition, question authority 
and question their need for religion.  Generally speaking, these younger generations feel they 
are spiritual and question what or why they need religion (church) to fulfill their spiritual 
development.  This is demonstrated in the continual drop in worship attendance i.e. 12% drop in 
the last ten years.  The church cannot continue this decline and maintain its current operations. 
The church needs to recognize these cultural changes and answer the question why is the 
church relevant.  “Business as Usual” does not answer that question. 
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The answer lies in life-changing spiritual development reinforced through a focus of 
service outward to others.  A mission focused church with intentional spiritual development 
can achieve this life changing goal.  To be more Christ like and to make strides in the pursuit of 
a life lived like Christ, the service to others provides opportunity to witness compassion and 
hospitality.  The FCC of Concord has a history of outreach.  Our church spends 47% of its 
members’ time on missional service and only 11.4% of our budget on mission.  This imbalance 
in time and financial resources suggest that our “business as usual” is out of balance with our 
focus.  A missional directed church will set the proper priority and balance our spending to 
match our passion.  The transition will not be easy, and difficult choices will have to be made. 
Can we maintain the building and staff?  How do we use the building to further our missions?  A 
clear focus on our true objective will guide those decisions. 
 
Part of the life-changing spiritual development will come from increased programs and content 
to reinforce the Christian Mission within the church.  Foundationally, to be focused on outward 
mission as above, we also need to nurture and embrace our members.  This may involve 
resource reallocation where appropriate to reinvigorate bible study groups, senior and youth 
groups and other special groups. Examples may be an LGBTQ discussion group or Stephen’s 
Ministry to assist members of the congregation undergoing situational hardships in their lives. 
Member interest in leading these groups could lead to minimal resource consumption, but 
enhance the “connected” and “inclusive” culture that FCC needs to celebrate.  Awareness of 
these groups could be enhanced and would also improve the member experience.  It may be 
beneficial to have a representative of these groups periodically on select Sundays describe 
what they do and invite congregation members to join. 
 
In the FCC Concord area over the next 5 years, the population is expected to grow 3.7%.  In 
terms of age, the growth will happen in the groups that are <17 years of age and >55 years of 
age.  The ethnicity break down will remain virtually the same.  The average income per person 
is expected to increase 15% over these 5 years.  After interviews with the mayor, police, fire, 
city planning, and other service organizations, the community has several areas of concern: 
 

● After school alternatives for children 
● Adult mentors for youth 
● Homelessness 
● Cost of housing  
● Marginalized LBGTQ youth 
● Support for emancipated youth 
● Emergency shelter 
● Support for seniors 

 
Any of these areas whether addressed by the church independently or while partnering with an 
established organization can provide a church mission.  This focus on our mission will ensure 
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the continuity of FCC of Concord into the future.  All will see the relevance of the church as we 
provide a useful service to the community.  This service to others will increase our compassion, 
courage and love.  Compassion, courage & love are the main food groups that feed the soul. 
 
The feeding of the soul will be enhanced by the spiritual development that will coincide with the 
service to others.  Some areas and methods for potential spiritual development are as follows: 
 

● Focused spiritual guidance from the minister associated with the mission work 
● Developing the ability to see things through the eyes of faith 
● Consistent and continual focus with witness (reporting back) on the divinity in everything 

we do 
● Interfaith 101 
● Strong internal mentoring program 
● Education programs for children 
● Develop more personal small focus groups 
● Celebrate our works as a church of God 

 
Combining spiritual growth with a mission to help others should give us all an opportunity to live 
into the people we want to be, need to be and are called to be, both individually and as a 
church.  

Adaptive Shifts 
In order to reframe what we do together as a church, it is helpful to focus on a fundamental 
question: Why? Why is FCC Concord here? Why will we be important to our congregation and 
our community? 
 
After wrestling with this question quite a bit, we have arrived at the following: 
 
Our Why: We believe that everyone is an equal child of God who deserves deep and 
meaningful connections, a purpose-filled life, and love expressed through belonging, 
service and justice. 
 
This statement contains a lot of elements we all can and should dig into to determine how well it 
aligns with our own individual beliefs. But it’s also a bit too high-level to direct specific actions for 
our congregation. 
 
So we took another look at the background information we gathered -- the questionnaires the 
congregation filled out and the interviews we conducted. 
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In addition to our members reporting a need for connection, spiritual development, and 
fellowship, many of our congregation reported that the most meaningful experiences they had 
had with the church were related to youth – either something from their own youth, or something 
involving their children. And many, many people we interviewed – police, community leaders, 
school officials, health care providers – mentioned how much of a difference we could make if 
we worked with the children of our community.  
 
So we came up with a pair of “Why” statements that are more targeted to what we believe we 
should be focusing on for the next few years. 
 
Our Targeted Why: 

● Youth deserve to know that they are valued and that they matter.  
● Our congregation deserves deeper spiritual development and better connections.  

 
It’s also important to keep focus on our own spiritual development both for our own growth and 
well-being, and because that’s what differentiates us from service organizations – we can meet 
spiritual needs as well as other needs as we develop our mission in the community. 
 
The statement about youth is particularly true of those young people who are often marginalized 
– LGBTQ youth, immigrant youth, foster youth, low-income youth, disabled youth. And we can 
show that they matter in many ways – through mentoring, helping provide basic needs, and 
through advocacy with the city, county and schools. 
 
In addition, the San Francisco Bay area has one of the most expensive cost of living indexes in 
the country. The stress when families cannot afford to adequately house or feed their children is 
beyond painful and contributes to increases in feelings of inadequacy, desperation and 
ultimately crime.  Many parents have long, stressful commutes to jobs closer to the major Bay 
Area cities.  
 
We believe that educating and supporting children and youth helps families in stressful times 
and can move them toward a safer future, in a safer community.  First Christian Church believes 
that in partnership with community agencies we can make a difference in our community and in 
the lives of many families living here.  
 
First Christian Church believes that with increased technology, where nearly everyone keeps an 
eye on their cell phones and much communication happens through abbreviated sentences on 
social media, there is a need for more social interaction with meaningful conversations where 
individual voices are heard, regardless of age.  Current research indicates that younger people, 
ages 18 to 30 in particular, express feelings of loneliness and isolation.  
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Our Goals: 

● To create a congregation which supports the children, teens and young adults of our 
community and their families by offering programs that assist the efforts of the local 
schools. 

● To provide avenues for spiritual growth within our church; building capacity, strength and 
vision to share by developing both social and study opportunities. 

● To partner with community agencies to advance our missional work in the community. 
● To provide training and support for our leaders and establish a mentoring program where 

new or younger members can grow leadership skills. 
 

Our Future Story 

5-year vision 
 “I don’t know – that’s taking on an awful lot,” Ellen said. She and her husband, Bob, were taking 
a break from helping kids with an art project. “And although we know Maria and Juan from 
working with them here at Kids First, I’ve only met their mother briefly and I’ve never even seen 
their father.” 
 
“I know, but I feel like so many things have been leading us to take this step -- it feels like God is 
pointing the way for us to do this,” Bob replied. 
 
“What do you mean?” Ellen asked. 
 
“You’ve been volunteering at Wren Avenue for years and you met Maria that first year – she 
was having trouble with subtraction and after you began tutoring her, you said it was like flipping 
a switch,” Bob began. 
 
“I remember,” Ellen said with a smile. “When I started volunteering with the church there, she 
was just completely stuck and hated math. Once I was able to explain the idea of borrowing, 
she started seeing math as a big, fun puzzle. She brought me more and more challenging math 
work – it felt amazing to be able to make that kind of a difference in a child’s life. And she 
started feeling so much better about herself, too.” 
 
“Exactly,” Bob continued. “And then when the church started Kids First as an after-school 
program, I started volunteering here too, and I worked with her and some of the other children 
on engineering-type projects – building bridges out of popsicle sticks and the like. I mentioned 
things like load calculations and material strength, and Maria just bombarded me with questions. 
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I had to struggle with how to explain complex engineering concepts and calculations in terms a 
fourth grader could understand, but it was worth it.  
 
“But the main thing that’s making me think we should do this is all of the things we’ve talked 
about in our Exploration group,” Bob went on. 
 
“I’m so glad the church started those groups,” Ellen chimed in. “I feel so much more connected 
– and so much more spiritually grounded. Even with all of the changes in society, FCC has been 
a bit of a sanctuary.” 
 
“I completely agree,” Bob said. “FCC has always been inclusive, but it’s been something more in 
the past few years. It’s been a safe place and a home for our journey as Christians.” 
 
“Exactly,” Ellen replied. “And the social interaction has not only been lots of fun, it’s also helped 
us grow spiritually.” 
 
“It’s kinda funny to hear you say that – you were a bit skeptical at first,” Bob pointed out. 
 
“I know,” Ellen sighed. “That’s my Missouri ‘show-me’ attitude! But I’m fully on board with them 
now!” 
 
“Me too,” Bob agreed. “We keep coming back to what the bible says about the spiritual basis for 
helping those in need. Not to mention all of the discussions of how various members of our 
group thought they were just helping youth, but it turned out they were helping the families and 
the community.” 
 
“That’s right,” Ellen noted. “And that’s been a fairly consistent theme in Pastor Sydney’s Kids 
First wrap-up sessions. Sydney’s been really good about reminding us in those sessions of all 
the ways the different things we do show God’s love to these kids – and how we can see God’s 
presence in the smallest interactions.” 
 
“And as Sydney also reminds us, we believe that everyone is a child of God who deserves love, 
purpose, belonging and justice,” Bob continued. “And we believe that youth, in particular, 
deserve to know that they matter, that they’re important. When we say ‘youth’, we don’t just 
mean our own kids, right? We mean the children in our community, too.” 
 
“Of course!” 
 
“And every time the church helps kids,” Bob went on, “whether it’s volunteering at Wren Avenue, 
helping at-risk teenage mothers at Crossroads High School, helping foster youth who have aged 
out of the foster care program and are in First Place for Youth, tutoring at Olympic High School, 
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working with the Bridge Club and the Senior Center at Kids First, or advocating for youth 
programs with the City and the school district, we’re also helping the families – because what 
helps the youth also helps the parents and the families as a whole.” 
 
“I guess that’s true,” Ellen said. “I never thought about it that way.” 
 
“In the same way,” Bob concluded, “I think that helping families – or one family like Maria’s – is 
another way of helping the kids.” 
 
“Ah. So you’re saying that helping Maria’s family is actually part of doing the church’s work in 
helping kids?” Ellen asked. 
 
“Exactly. It’s like taking the church’s ‘helping hands’ program one step further,” Bob said. 
 
 “Hmmmm – I see what you mean, and I know how much I’ve grown by participating in that. But 
we don’t know her parents at all. Do you really think we’d get along well enough?” Ellen 
wondered. 
 
“You’ve known Maria for five years. Can you imagine her being raised by anyone other than 
good people?” Bob asked. 
 
“Good point! And I see what you meant by feeling that God was pointing us the way to do this. 
Okay, I’m willing to try it if you are,” Ellen finally agreed. 
 
“Okay!” Bob exclaimed. “I’ll go ask Maria to have her dad give me a call.” 
 
 
 
 
Later that afternoon, Bob met Maria’s father, Felipe, at the Peet’s coffee shop by Todos Santos 
Plaza. “I’m sure I don’t have to tell you this, but your Maria is absolutely amazing!” Bob said. “I 
first started helping out at Kids First a few years ago when Maria was in fourth grade. That was 
when we launched the program at the church instead of just helping out at the different schools. 
I guess she was going to Wren Avenue then, right?” 
 
Felipe nodded. “That’s right – I remember what a transformation there had been with her. She 
had been struggling with math and reading, then some new volunteers came in to Wren and all 
of a sudden it was like someone turned on a lightbulb in her mind! She discovered that she 
loved math and has been doing math and science ever since. And now she’s starting to learn 
about engineering – she’s even asked me why I put supports where I do when I frame an 
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addition on a house. I have to confess, I’m not sure I was able to answer her questions as well 
as she wanted – she said something about load calculations and I changed the subject!” 
 
Bob laughed softly and confessed, “That was probably me – I’m a mechanical engineer and 
have been talking to her about all kinds of things like that. I’m not sure that she completely 
understands all of that yet, but she clearly gets the concepts. I’m sorry if I made anything 
awkward for you!” 
 
“No, no – it was great to see her mind work!” 
 
“Has Maria told you much about the program at the church? Kids First?” Bob asked. 
 
Felipe nodded, “Sure – she’s talked a lot about the projects she does, and she loves the people 
there. And she was so proud this year when she got to start tutoring some of the younger kids.” 
 
“Has she ever talked to you about why we’re doing this?” Bob asked. 
 
“Huh. No – and I never really thought about it, either,” Felipe admitted. “You’ve got the 
preschool there – I always thought it was somehow part of that.” 
 
“No, they’ve been there for decades, but they’ve always been separate from the church,” Bob 
explained. “Well, they were until we started this, then we got some pointers from them and now 
they often come over and help out. But no, this is something we started just a few years ago. 
We launched it because – and please understand, I’m not trying to convert you or anything, I’m 
just trying to explain. But we believe that everyone is a child of God who deserves love, 
purpose, belonging and justice. And youth, in particular, deserve to know that they matter, that 
they’re important. Now, when we say ‘youth’, we don’t just mean our own kids, we mean the 
children in our community, too. One of the ways we’ve tried to live that out is through Kids First 
– we saw that families in Concord often have both parents working so hard just to make ends 
meet, and we wanted to try to help those parents a little bit by giving their children something 
extra. Maybe help with schoolwork, sometimes food and clothes for some families, but mostly 
fun, healthy programs that teach them to be better people. We keep coming up with new ideas – 
and we got a couple of other groups around to help out as well, got some grants and donations 
of supplies from local businesses, and now it’s really making a difference.” 
 
“Well, we sure appreciate everything you’ve done for Maria,” Felipe said. “It really is amazing 
how much better she’s done since you folks started tutoring her at Wren Avenue when she was 
in second grade.” 
 
“Okay, I’m going to change the subject. Just give me a minute – I promise it will connect and 
make sense,” Bob said. “You know, engineering’s been really good for me, but there have been 
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some rough times. About 20 years ago, I found myself out of a job. Took me months to find a 
new job because there were so many good engineers looking for work at the time. My wife and I 
had two little ones, no income, and bills coming out of our ears. We had to sell our house 
because we couldn’t make the payments, and ended up still owing money to the bank because 
the value had dropped a little. 
 
Felipe started feeling a little uncomfortable – this was sounding a little too familiar. He’d been 
unable to find any carpentry work since the recession started in early 2022, and just last night 
he and his wife, Rita, had reached the hard conclusion that they had run through so much of 
their savings that they only had enough for one more month’s rent. Rita’s waitressing job didn't 
provide enough to pay the bills, and the odd jobs Felipe was able to find just weren’t enough to 
fill the gap. 
 
 “Anyway, a friend from the church took us in,” Bob went on. “I didn’t want to accept charity, but 
he insisted it wasn’t charity, it was a father helping another father, a friend helping a friend. I told 
him I’d pay him back, but you know what he told me? He said, ‘The way you can pay me back is 
by doing this for someone else some day.’” 
 
“So this afternoon, I noticed that Maria seemed really upset about something. I asked her what 
was wrong, and – forgive me if I’m prying, but please remember I’m simply concerned about 
Maria. Anyway, she told me that she overheard you and your wife talking last night, and that you 
didn’t know how much longer you’d be able to keep your apartment.” 
 
Felipe reddened. “She should not have talked about our private matters,” he exclaimed. 
 
“I understand – but she was very upset, and I’m someone she trusts,” Bob explained. “I’m very 
concerned for her – and for your whole family during what must be a stressful time. I’m sure this 
recession has been really hard for you.” 
 
Felipe swallowed hard, took a deep breath, and finally said, “Yes, it has. There’s been no 
construction work in more than six months.” 
 
Bob shook his head. “Geez -- that’s awful. No doubt it’s been tough. Well, when Maria told me 
about her concerns, I thought that God was doing amazing work. Not only was this my chance 
to pay Stephen back, but this would be a great way for my wife and me to live out our belief that 
everyone is a child of God, and that children especially matter – by helping a family in need.” 
 
“What do you mean?” Felipe asked. 
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“Our kids are grown and gone, so we have two empty bedrooms in our house. You’ve been hit 
hard by this damned recession, and are looking for a place to live. I’m suggesting that you and 
your family move in with us for a while until you get back on your feet. What do you say?” 
 
Felipe was floored, but eventually replied, “That’s very generous, but we can’t take charity. It’s 
too much.” 
 
Bob got a sly look on his face. “You’re a carpenter, right? This wouldn’t entirely be charity, if 
you’re willing – I’m hoping you could help out with a project or two around the house. And the 
church always has some things that need repairs….” 
 
“Hmmmm – trading my work for a place to live,” Felipe mused. “Wait – won’t it be crowded? 
There are four of us; you said you only had two children – that’s two more people in the house 
than you’re used to.” 
 
“It might be a bit of an adjustment,” Bob relied, “but I’ve already spoken to my wife, Ellen, and 
she loved the idea. She knows Maria too, and she loves your little Juan – she’s been helping 
out with the second graders this year. Besides, I’ve seen some of the homemade treats Maria 
has brought in occasionally -- so I’m also hoping you or your wife can show us a thing or two in 
the kitchen!” 
 
Bob and Felipe discussed the idea a bit more, and Felipe grew to like the idea more and more. 
He told Rita about it that evening, and she was so relieved. She had met Bob and Ellen when 
picking up Maria and Juan from Kids First, and Ellen had been the one who told Rita that they 
didn’t have to pay the normal amount when Felipe had been unable to find work, that they could 
simply pay whatever they could manage.  Now they were going to be living with Bob and Ellen, 
and Felipe and Rita had never been more grateful. 
 
And Bob and Ellen were taking a true leap of faith. Their journey with the church the previous 5 
years had led them to sharing that most intimate of spaces – their home – with a child and a 
family in need. 
 

10-year vision 
It’s June, 2029, and Maria Gonzalez is graduating from Concord High with a full-ride scholarship 
to MIT. As she looks around the crowd of graduates waiting for the ceremony to begin, she 
thinks about all of her long-time friends that are also graduating and going on to college, and 
how just a few years ago such a high percentage of college-bound graduates from her 
neighborhood would have been unthinkable. After all, her older brother who graduated just 6 
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years before her had barely made it through high school and was doing low-paying manual 
labor like her parents – her dad was a carpenter and her mom waited tables in a restaurant – 
and almost all of her brother’s friends were in the same situation. Now she had the chance to 
break out of that cycle of poverty, and help her family as well. 
 
But how was it that she and her friends were college-bound and headed for good careers? She 
realized that it all started when she was at Wren Avenue Elementary School, and this church 
group started getting involved in helping out in the classrooms. She had been having trouble 
with math, and someone from that church spent time one on one to help her. She not only 
started understanding math, she realized she loved it – and that led to cool science projects as 
well. But she really found herself when one of the guys from the church started talking to her 
about engineering. She’d always enjoyed building little things with her dad as a girl – toy bridges 
for her little brother’s cars and the like, but never thought that was something she could do as a 
job. But this guy from the church had started teaching her about all kinds of things like how to 
make sure buildings or bridges could handle different loads, how different materials affect 
durability or structural integrity. Now she was going to MIT – the first of her family to even get in 
to college, and she had a full-ride scholarship! And she was hoping to fulfill her dream of 
designing low-cost housing with new materials and construction techniques so people like those 
in her neighborhood could buy their own homes in the new space opening up in the old Naval 
Weapons station. 
 
Maria then started thinking about how this church had helped her friends as well. Her best friend 
Jonathan was alive today – and graduating – because of them. She still remembered that 
Thursday afternoon her freshman year when she got a text from him telling her that he was 
going to tell his parents that he was gay. She had been tutoring some fifth-graders at the church 
after-school program but found time to text him how proud she was of him for taking that 
courageous step – and how devastated she had been just a couple of hours later when he 
texted how badly his parents had taken the news. They had kicked him out of the house, and he 
didn’t have anywhere to go. She knew that she couldn’t help. Her dad hadn’t been able to find 
any carpentry work for months because of the recession, and her family had just gotten back 
into an apartment after staying with a member of the church for a while. This couple had taken 
them in with no questions asked – their kids were grown and gone and they had a couple of 
rooms to spare. It was a tight squeeze, but everyone pitched in and her dad had made repairs 
to the house and to the church to show their appreciation. 
 
Then she had remembered that the church had several openly gay and lesbian adults helping 
the kids, and had a weekly LGBTQ discussion group for the youth. Jonathan hadn’t been a part 
of the after-school program, but she explained what had happened to a couple of the 
supervisors in the tutoring program, and they told her to have Jonathan come over right away. 
They knew they’d find someone to take him in. And they did – she couldn’t remember if it was 
someone from the church, the senior center or the bridge club – by then all of those groups 
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were involved – but by the time Jonathan arrived, they had found someone that was happy to 
help out. Without them, she was sure Jonathan would have been homeless on the streets, or 
would have killed himself. Now she saw his parents in the audience – they were still uneasy 
about Jonathan being gay, but they had realized they’d rather have their son be a part of their 
lives than lose him forever. 
 
As she sat there waiting for graduation to begin, she marveled on what a difference that church 
had made for her, for her family, for so many of her friends. And she had such high hopes for 
the future. 
 

An Important Note on the Future Story 
Please note that we’re not suggesting that everyone – or even anyone – will be so inspired by 
what we’re envisioning that they’ll open their homes to a family in need. But we do hope – we 
believe – that if we are able to live into our vision of the future, we will be doing things in five 
years that we can’t even imagine doing now. And those things will make a huge difference in 
other people’s lives -- and they’ll make a huge difference in our own lives as well. 
 

Phases of Implementation 

Introduction 
As we explore the phases of implementing our focus on mission, we will be expanding our 
efforts in three distinct but interrelated areas: 
 

A. Spiritual Mission: To strengthen spiritual growth and develop meaningful connections 
and a sense of belonging for those in the congregation 

B. Community Mission:  Serve those in our community (with an emphasis on youth/young 
adults) in order to live a meaningful, purpose-filled life through service and justice. 

C. Leadership Mission: To develop and train our leadership to focus on our new way of 
being and on our WHY. To establish programs that will train and mentor our leadership 
in the implementation and sustainability of our new way of being. 

 
Throughout this process, we must keep in mind that our “Why” applies to all people in our 
congregation -- from cradle to grave. Therefore, all of the programs we create will be open to all 
of the church -- from kids to seniors. 
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As you read the ideas in this section -- and as we move into our future -- it will be important to 
remember two things. 
 
First, what you will find in this section are only ideas, they are not fully thought-out proposals. 
It’s quite possible that as we explore some of these in more depth, we will discover that it 
doesn’t make sense to pursue them. But that will be okay, because we know that the church will 
have many other ideas to take their place. 
 
Second, it is likely that some of the ideas we try will fail. Just as in the parable of the sower, 
some of our ideas will be discarded quickly, some will begin but won’t take root and will wither 
and die, and some will be choked out by competing pressures. But some will take root in fertile 
soil, and those will be the ones that make all the difference to ourselves and our community. 

First Prototypes 
Initial prototypes will be important for the congregation to see that we are serious about making 
this change, and to get excited about the possibilities ahead. 
 
Spiritual Mission Prototype 
Our recommendation for the Spiritual Development prototype is to work with Lonnie Graves to 
provide spiritual development workshops, hopefully building this into a regular activity that will 
feed both spiritual development and small group needs. (Note: The initial workshop, “Exploring 
Your Own Personal Spiritual Journey” was held on Sunday, March 3rd, and was attended by 
nearly 30 people!) 
 
Community Mission Prototype 
Our recommendation for the initial prototype(s) for the Community Mission are centered around 
Crossroads High School. We selected this organization for several reasons: 

● Crossroads High School was one of our initial Epiphany interviews. 
● Crossroads High School meets the criteria of our Community Mission by serving youth 

(this is an alternative school that works with at risk teen mothers, their babies and 
families.) 

● The high school is within walking distance of our church. 
● We were encouraged by their willingness to work with us. 
● There is significant potential to work with groups already on our campus, such as 

SHARE, in supporting these young mothers. 
● There is additional potential to grow other community/mission programs on our FCC site, 

generated by our relationship with this school such as after-school programs for youth. 
 
Our initial projects will be supporting Crossroads High School’s onsite food pantry, and 
supporting the students’ use of SHARE. 
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Crossroads has an onsite food pantry for their students, supplying necessary food and 
parenting items for both the students and their young children. The pantry is 6-8 large shelves 
housed behind large whiteboards in the attendance office area, and needs regular organization 
and resupply. 
 
The food pantry project will require a couple of volunteers to help out once a week (though the 
initial setup may require more time than this), and work with the church to coordinate / facilitate 
regular donations to replenish their supplies. Volunteers would not need to be fingerprinted for 
now, as they would not be working directly with the students. Our presence on their campus will 
be a chance for us to establish contact with the students and an opportunity to learn more 
directly what we can do for them. 
 
In the second prototype project, we will coordinate with Crossroads and SHARE to set up a field 
trip for the students to visit and to become familiar with SHARE and our campus. We may want 
to consider a welcoming group of FCC members to greet the students when they come on 
campus. 

Phase One -- the First Year 
In the initial phase, we will set up the framework for mission by strengthening ourselves 
internally, establishing initial partnerships with youth / young adult programs and schools in the 
community, and creating leadership mentoring and development. 
 

A. Spiritual Mission: Promote and support connectedness and spiritual growth programs 
within our congregation. 

a. Small Group Development:  
i. Intentionally seed a few small groups with the initial purpose of sharing 

stories of our lives and of our faith journey, thus promoting deeper 
connections. Groups need to grow organically -- we can't simply define 
small groups and expect them to happen. Get the small groups going by 
having the group leader(s) intentionally invite people to various types of 
get-togethers (e.g., getting together for coffee either after church in new 
seating areas or offsite during the week, holding pot lucks, holding a beer 
and chili night, having an after church pizza party, an LGBTQ discussion 
group, etc). 

ii. Train Elders and Deacons in how to be present and how to engage; how 
to get people to communicate without being obvious. Intentionally have at 
least one of each in each group. 

iii. Keep track of what works and what needs improvement, to help guide 
other team leaders. 
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iv. Establish mentoring programs for leadership of these new teams 
 

b. Assess the desire for other types of spiritual growth within our congregation (e.g. 
Bible education, worship, study groups) 

c. Leverage our own expertise (e.g., Lonnie Graves, who has done a lot in this area 
with the denomination) to expand our spiritual development and internal 
relationships. 
 

B. Community mission: Initially begin by identifying organizations in the community that are 
willing to partner with us. 

a. Begin building contacts and establishing the needs with our designated 
community organization(s) e.g. Crossroads High School , First Place for Youth , 1 2

Olympic High School , Wren Avenue Elementary, the El Dorado middle school. 3

Visit them, indicate that we’d like to help, and listen to what they need.  
i. Initial groups contacted were Crossroads High School, First Place for 

Youth, El Dorado Middle School and Wren Avenue Elementary. 
 

b. Assessing our qualifications for specific mission(s).  
i. Fingerprinting and TB tests: Assist interested members of FCC to be 

fingerprinted and TB tested so that they can be mission volunteers in the 
schools. Crossroads High School has a grant to help pay for this fee for 
those volunteers who need financial assistance 

ii. First aid and CPR classes for babysitters and/or other volunteers:  hold 
First Aid, CPR and Childcare classes on our campus both for our 
members (so that we would be prepared to help those in our community), 
and for the Crossroads student body. This could lead to babysitting job 
opportunities for the students both in the community and for our 
community on campus. 

iii. Other:  assess the need for other qualifications, such as background 
checks 
 
 

c. Work with organizations already on our campus (e.g. AA and Montessori) 
i.  Adding daycare for one day or meeting a week. Hiring pool may come 

from Crossroads High School, First Place for Youth or other organizations 
that are in our partnering program.  

1 Crossroads High School is just down the street; it provides education for pregnant teens 
2 First Place for Youth works with young adults who have aged out of the foster system 
3 Olympic High School is the Mt. Diablo continuation high school nearby on Salvio Street 
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d. Partnering or connecting with other established groups in the area that have 
similar goals as ours in order to glean information from their activities or 
experiences e.g., CCIH afterschool program, Project Peace, Young Lives, PTA’s, 
Montessori School.  

i. Partnering with Young Lives to plan a baby shower once a semester for 
the students at Crossroads High School.  We would provide regular Baby 
Showers for the students at Crossroads. In providing these showers, we 
could partner with Young Lives, another Christian organization that is 
already present on their campus, providing snacks and/or desserts and 
holding them on our campus. These events would be a way of introducing 
ourselves and welcoming the student body of Crossroads. Gifts would be 
relatively small such as a small gift for the mother and a book and blanket 
for the child.  

ii. Partnering with Project Peace which organizes volunteers for community 
projects (recommended by CRHS).  Crossroads is one of the sites for 
which Project Peace organizes volunteers for day projects.  FCC can 
coordinate with them to set up projects for Crossroads High School, or 
other schools in our area.  

e. Ideas for the community mission that might fit in Phase One: 
i. Provide mentoring and tutoring.  

1. Provide volunteers to read to and tutor children at Wren Ave 
Elementary.  
2.  Connect with Crossroads High School to participate in their Senior 
Portfolio program. This includes assisting the students with their 
interviews and resumes and volunteering for the 8:10 am to 8:50 am 
class. We would provide mentors and presenters for their career day 
and/or senior project. As a part of this project, we can provide 
presentations on how to write a resume, cover letters, and assist with 
mock interviews. Guest presenters would not need to be fingerprinted 
since staff would be present, but as volunteers begin to work more 
individually with students, it would become necessary to be fingerprinted. 
(Note: Crossroads High School has a grant to offset the cost of 
fingerprinting for those who are interested.) 

ii. Familiarize our campus to the community.  For example, set up field trips 
to SHARE  for the students at Crossroads and other organizations so they 
are aware of the opportunities available to them on our campus. 

iii. Develop/hold programs to provide supplies or food or clothing assistance 
to youth and families to address poverty issues in our community (being 
sensitive to privacy needs).  For example, Crossroads High School needs 
food for their own small pantry. They can contact us on a monthly basis to 
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let us know what they need. We can set up a box near the SHARE bin in 
the Narthex.  

iv. Provide Childcare one night/day a week: Providing childcare once a week 
would make it easier for mothers to attend AA meetings on our campus, 
and would also provide a regular time for the young women at Crossroads 
to catch up on homework or run errands, and childcare could be 
beneficial to Montessori parents as well. 

v. Provide intentional and consistent pastoral wrap-up sessions to highlight 
the ways the different things we do show God’s love to youth, and how we 
can see God’s presence in the smallest interactions. 
 
 

C. Leadership Mission: Preparing leadership for the new way of Being, 
a. Establish 2-tiered mentoring program for leadership, in which we would 

intentionally establish co-chairs for key positions, one with past experience and 
one that is new to the team. This would provide an avenue for mentoring and 
training of the newer leadership by experienced leadership, and would provide a 
way to ensure continuity of the history and knowledge base of our congregational 
leadership. 

b. Begin assessment and reorganization of existing Organizational Model and 
leadership roles to be more directly focused on mission and spiritual 
development--with an expanded role of Elders and Deacons.  Begin to live into 
that new model, with a continued focus on FCC’s “WHY”. 

c. Establish regular training for Elders, Deacons, and other new roles  
d. Begin evaluating  what changes in programs are needed in order to focus on our 

new “WHY”.  Over the course of the first year, determine what programs need to 
be curtailed to make room for those that need to be expanded. 

 

Phase Two -- Years 2 and 3 
In the second phase, we will begin to live into and focus on our new way of being. 
 

A. Spiritual Mission: Reassess small groups and spiritual growth programs. Are we meeting 
the needs of our congregation? What is working, what needs improvement? 

a. Formalize the Small Groups, based on how activities have organically developed 
and on regular assessments of the Small Groups. This includes the leadership 
function of these groups.  Hold regularly scheduled (could be weekly, monthly or 
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quarterly) Small Group activities that promote ongoing fellowship, spiritual 
development, and deepening of connections within the congregation. 

b. Ideas for the Spiritual mission that might fit in Phase Two: 
i. Resource reallocation where available to reinvigorate bible study groups, 

senior and youth groups and other special groups.  
ii. Stephen’s Ministry to assist congregation members undergoing situational 

hardship in their lives. 
iii. Interfaith 101 education series, then find other topics to have the group 

keep meeting regularly 
iv. Develop an internal mentoring program (e.g. Prayer buddies) 

c. Celebrate our works as a church of God: During Worship, have a representative 
of these groups periodically (on select Sundays) describe what they do and invite 
congregation members to join. 

d. Foster a consistent and continual focus with witness (report back) on the divinity 
in everything we do and how it relates to FCC’s “WHY”. 

e. Identify outside speakers and programs (region, denomination, other) we can 
bring in to supplement our internal ideas. 

B. Community Mission: Assessing and expanding programs out in the community and 
begin to use our facilities for Community support 

a. Initiate mentoring programs  and work with pre-established programs with our 
community groups  

b. Deepen our partnerships with other pre-existing and established groups  that 
have similar goals as ours, e.g., the Contra Costa Interfaith Housing after-school 
program  

c. Develop regular events and projects with our partner organizations. Determine if 
we want to limit our focus and/or concentrate on assisting fewer organizations. 

d. Ideas for the Community mission that might fit in Phase Two: 
i. Continue what worked in Phase One! 
ii. Begin development of  after school alternatives for children -- tutoring, 

games, fun...initially at the school site, with plans to expand to FCC’s 
campus.  Possibly partner with Montessori school or other organizations. 
.Establish adult mentors for youth in Crossroads, Olympic, First Place for 
Youth  

iii. Reach out to marginalized LBGTQ youth 
iv. Provide support for emancipated youth beyond First Place for Youth 
v. Continue partnering with established organization(s) 
vi. Continue to have the minister provide focused spiritual guidance 

associated with the mission work 
vii. Involve other local groups like the Bridge Club and the Senior Center to 

help with our programs -- spread our reach by getting other groups 
involved 
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viii. Reach out to local and national businesses and organizations for grants 
and donations of supplies 
 
 
 

C. Leadership Mission: Preparing leadership for phase two  
a. Continue mentorship and training of new leaders 
b. Reorganization of Leadership structure to better fit our focus on Mission and 

Spiritual Development.  This includes: 
i. Update job descriptions and By-Laws in order to further our focus on our 

WHY 
ii. Define and implement what it means to be a “member” of FCC 
iii. How do we change our mode of operations to streamline decision-making 

and facilitate our mission-focused “WHY” 
      c. Formalize what programs need to be curtailed to make room for those that need to 

                      be expanded, in order to focus most effectively on our mission (our “Why”). 
 

Phase Three -- years 4 and 5 
In the third phase, we will expand on the successes of the previous phases. 
 

A. Spiritual Mission:  Primarily focus on re-assessment of what has been successful and 
what has not worked from Phase Two.  

1. Make adjustments to Small Groups as necessary.  
2. Seek out new opportunities for Spiritual development and fellowship. 

 
B. Community Mission: 

a. Deepen our partnerships with other pre-existing and established groups that align 
with our mission--offer on-going use of space on our campus (for rent or reduced 
cost, or for renovation/repair cost sharing). Focus on the Youth Building and its 
potential (e.g., find a group that might what to use/rent the space who would in 
turn help us update the building). 

b. Establish and provide after school alternatives for children on FCC’s Campus -- 
tutoring, games, fun 

c. Re-assessment of what has been successful and what has not.  Carefully 
evaluate what programs to continue, what may need to be changed or even 
abandoned.  Be open to change. 

 
d. Ideas for the Community mission that might fit in Phase Three: 

i. Continue what worked in Phase Two!  
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ii. Establish a youth LGBTQ discussion group 
iii. Advocate for youth programs with the City and the school district 

 
C. Leadership Mission: 

a. Work with the region and/or the denomination to identify resources, speakers, 
etc., we can bring in to help us establish a formal leadership training program. 
 

b. Create a team to assess our campus facilities. To most effectively support our 
“WHY” and our mission, what is the best use of our campus?  What is the full 
spectrum of alternatives (from repairs, remodels, repurposing, moving to other 
campus/real estate, renting space), the costs for each, and all ramifications?  

 
 

Technical Skill Development 
In order to live into our Future Story, FCC Concord will need to maintain, enhance and/or hire 
certain key roles. Although it is unlikely that all of the roles we will hire for will be fulfilled 
by any one person, it is quite likely that some people will have the skills for and thus may 
take on multiple roles. (Specifically, we don’t expect the new Senior Minister to take on 
all of the roles listed, but we do expect that they will take on multiple roles.) We need to 
take care to not overload anyone, however, either paid or volunteer. So even if someone has 
skills for several roles, we may need to coach them to pull back in some areas to avoid burnout, 
as well as to allow others to contribute. 
 
Roles we have identified so far are listed below, in four categories: roles currently filled by 
volunteer members of the congregation, roles currently filled by paid members of the 
congregation, roles we are looking to fill with paid staff, and roles we are looking to supplement 
by paid staff (these will also be listed as being filled by volunteer and/or paid members of the 
congregation). 
 

Roles Defined (might be filled by paid staff or by volunteer 
members of the congregation): 

1. Spiritual Development - content developer of spiritual growth for congregation 
members at differing levels of their personal journey. 

a. Background: Teaching, Lesson Development, Communications 
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b. Note: Currently, we have a team of volunteers providing youth Sunday School, 
Worship and Wonder (a class that occurs during a portion of the worship hour), 
youth group activities, and an adult Sunday School class. 

c. Note: Currently, our Director of Senior Adult Ministry provides this for Seniors in a 
paid capacity. 
 

2. Pastoral Care - identification and nurturing of congregational members at times of 
unique needs. 

a. Background: Empathy, Caring History (e.g. Teachers, Nurses, Retired Clergy) 
b. Note: Our Elders are currently filling this role; we see the Elders continuing in this 

capacity. 
c. Note: Our Director of Senior Adult Ministry is currently helping to fill this role; we 

see this person continuing in this capacity. 
 

3. Finance - creation and maintenance of adequate financial reporting meeting Church 
needs.  Create/maintain segregation-of-duties and adequate fiduciary control. 

a. Background: Auditing,  Accounting, Finance, Bookkeeping 
b. Note: Our Finance Chair, our Financial Secretary, and the Finance Ministry Team 

are volunteers. 
c. Note: Our Office Manager does bookkeeping as a part of her paid duties. 

 
4. Facilities Maintenance - recognizing and developing hierarchy of tasks/resource needs 

a. Background: facilities responsibility 
b. Note: Our House and Grounds Chair and Ministry Team are all volunteers. 

 
5. Building Usage Coordination/Building Management - scheduling of building 

resources to optimize usage and eliminate scheduling contention. 
a. Background: scheduling experience, project management 
b. Note: Our Office Manager currently performs some of this coordination as a part 

of her paid duties.  
c. Note: Our House and Grounds chair (a volunteer position) currently performs 

most of the project management activities in planning the setup and takedown for 
the different uses of our space. 

d. Note: We believe someone in a ministerial role will need to help evaluate new 
space usage requests to ensure they are aligned with our mission and our goals. 
Additionally, since this ministerial role is the most visible or obvious “face” to the 
community, should work to maintain good relationships between the church and 
our mission-based tenants.  
 

6. Office Management - clerical support, communication development and distribution, 
pastoral scheduling 
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a. Background: Office Management/Office Professional 
b. Note: This is our Office Manager. 

 
7. Worship Coordination - logistics of worship experience 

a. Background: project management 
b. Note: Our Worship Ministry Co-Chairs are volunteers, as are the people who lead 

the various non-sermon elements of worship. 
 

8. Volunteer Coordinator/Accountability - individual will be responsible for the “holistic” 
big picture and scheduling/logistics. 

a. Background:  Scheduling Resource Experience, Project Management 
 

9. Establishing Small Groups - individual will be responsible for: helping “seed” and 
encourage the development of small groups within the congregation to improve 
interpersonal ties; empowering these groups to actively participate in the Spiritual 
Development and Community missions. 

a. Background: small group development and coordination  
 

10. Preaching - content developer of spiritual experience, charisma, good communicator, 
“people skills” and teaming. 

a. Background: Seminary 
 

11. Community Mission - individual responsible for scanning the community, ascertaining 
needs, and assessing alignment of this community involvement activity with the Church. 
This will also involve working with volunteers to ensure proper monitoring of City, County 
and School Board activities, (especially with the upcoming Naval Weapons Station 
development), and to ensure that youth needs are properly represented in those civic 
areas. 

a. Background: Prior experience identifying community needs, or relevant external 
training. 
 

12. Communications - responsible for all facets of communication of initiatives including 
published content, social media, and web maintenance. 

a. Background: Communication of Journalism Degrees, or publishing experience 
 

13. Motivation/Celebration - charismatic leader 
a. Background: charisma, teaming, leadership development, getting people to 

participate 
b. Note: Although some of this is done during Worship by the volunteers who make 

announcements, we believe this type of celebration should be enhanced and be 
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performed more often than just the Worship time. 
 

14. Coordinator for Region/Denomination - coordination and communication and 
identifying benefits/synergies that can be realized with this coordination. 

a. Background: Communications, Project Management or OTJ training 
 

Roles Currently Filled by Volunteer Members of the Congregation 
1. Spiritual Development - Team of volunteers providing youth Sunday School, Worship 

and Wonder (a class that occurs during a portion of the worship hour), youth group 
activities, and an adult Sunday School class. 

2. Pastoral Care - we see the Elders continuing in this capacity. 
3. Finance - Note: Our Finance Chair, our Financial Secretary, and the Finance Ministry 

Team are volunteers. 
4. Facilities Maintenance -Our House and Grounds Chair and Ministry Team are all 

volunteers. 
7. Worship Coordination - Our Worship Ministry Co-Chairs are volunteers, as are the 

people who lead the various non-sermon elements of worship. 

Roles Currently Filled by Paid Members of the Congregation 
1. Spiritual Development - Our Director of Senior Adult Ministry provides this for Seniors 

in a paid capacity. 
2. Pastoral Care -Our Director of Senior Adult Ministry is currently helping to fill this role; 

we see this person continuing in this capacity. 
3. Finance - Our Office Manager does bookkeeping as a part of her paid duties. 
5. Building Usage Coordination/Building Management - Our Office Manager performs 

some of this coordination as a part of her paid duties. Our House and Grounds chair (a 
volunteer position) performs most of the project management activities in planning the 
setup and takedown for the different uses of our space. 

6. Office Management - This is our Office Manager. 

Roles We Are Looking to Fill With Paid Staff 
8. Volunteer Coordinator/Accountability  
9. Establishing Small Groups  
10. Preaching 
11. Community Mission  
12. Communications  
13. Motivation/Celebration  
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14. Coordinator for Region/Denomination  

Congregational Roles We Are Looking to Believe We Should 
Supplement with Paid Staff 

1. Spiritual Development  
2. Pastoral Care  
5. Building Usage Coordination/Building Management — looking to combine the roles 

currently done on both a paid and unpaid basis into a more centralized role, and one that 
also has input from the pastor relating to missional use of our facilities. 

7. Worship Coordination  

Resource Development 
What will each phase of implementing our Future Story cost? 
Phase 1 costs are expected to primarily include things such as: 

A. Spiritual Mission activity costs could include salaries, food, printing costs, and leader 
training materials related to Small Group activities. 

B. Community Mission activity costs could include salaries, publicity, food, supplies, 
fingerprinting/ background checks, CPR and First Aid classes, mileage costs, daycare 
worker wages, clothing/supplies for families, etc 

C. Leadership Mission costs would include training materials and/or session costs for group 
leaders 

Phase 2 costs are expected to primarily include things such as: 
A. Spiritual Mission Costs--Food and supplies for bible studies or Small group activities; 

stipends for outside speakers if we had “Interfaith 101” type series rotating between 
different churches; possible heavy training costs if we pursued a Stephens Ministry 

B. Community Mission Costs--A program such as providing after-school alternatives for 
kids would require staffing costs, some interior remodeling costs, higher janitorial and 
utility costs, but some costs could be offset by a (low) fee charged.  

C. Leadership Ministry--similar to Phase 1, costs for training materials and/or session costs 
for church leaders and small group leaders. 
 

Note that our Finance Team will need to determine how to record these costs in a way that 
make it relatively easy to track, as it will be important to identify the new ways we are expanding 
our missions so we can properly celebrate the initiatives and build momentum for new projects. 
  
Ideas for how we will fund each phase include: 

● Reallocation of existing ministry funds to the ministry of our Future Story;  
● Partnering with other existing non-profit service organizations to share costs of programs 
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● Applying for grants focusing on fostering youth, education and youth/community services 
● Renting out our Sanctuary to another church(es) at alternate Worship service times 
● Renting out excess space on our campus to other groups, preferably other social 

service/social justice oriented non-profits  
 
 

Implementation 
As we implement the Future Story of FCC Concord, we will need to develop a more balanced 
approach to our spending, our time, and our governance. 
 
A metaphor which may be instructive is that of a three-legged stool -- each leg needs to be the 
same length for the stool to be balanced. With this view, the stool is FCC Concord, and the 
three legs are administration, our spiritual mission, and our community mission.  
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Currently, as described above, the spiritual and community mission legs of this stool are 
somewhat weaker or shorter and we have plans to expand both of those elements to bring us 
more into balance. 
 
Also as described above, we will need to hire people to fill some key roles. Those roles will also 
help us to properly implement this balanced approach to our congregational life, for they are 
primarily in the spiritual and community mission areas, with some roles that function across the 
board. 
 
The diagram below depicts another version of the “three-legged stool”, showing how the roles 
previously identified fit into the different parts of the stool. Note that the primary areas we will 
need staff assistance (shown in boldface) are in the Community Mission and Spiritual Mission 
areas, with a couple of roles that support all parts of the stool. Areas where paid staff will 
enhance our existing paid or volunteer resources (shown in italics) are primarily in the Spiritual 
Mission, with some in Administration. 
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Another area for FCC Concord to explore is to move into a more balanced approach to our 
internal governance. 
 
The diagram below shows existing ministry teams and other committees as they might map onto 
the “three-legged stool” model. It may make sense to adjust our governance structure to put 
more equal weight -- and responsibility -- in each of these areas. 
 

 
 
Finally, in terms of implementation, we believe we may need to create some new ministry 
teams. We also believe we should find a way to formally support “ad-hoc” teams that are more 
project-based, rather than providing ongoing governance. One specific new ministry team we 
believe may play an important role in the next few years is the Epiphany Team that has created 
this document. As we live into whatever new implementation structures develop, and as we 
further develop our Spiritual Mission and Community Mission, the Epiphany Team can provide 
important insight, support and alignment to the rest of the teams. 
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The Resolution 
The Epiphany Team recommends that the congregation receive this report and begin to focus 
its life and ministry on living into this new future by shaping budgets, staff time, and resources 
using the accountability structures we currently have in place. 
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